Business Analytics:

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of business analytics, journals currently in category 4 or 4* of the Association of Business Schools (ABS) rankings will be considered Elite journals and journals currently in category 3 of the Association of Business Schools rankings will be considered Category I journals. Journals in other disciplines will be evaluated by these criteria for Business Analytics.

Supply Chain Management Journals:

Elite Journals:

Decision Sciences
International Journal of Logistics Management
International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management
Journal of Business Logistics
Journal of Operations Management

Category I:

International Journal of Logistics: Research and Applications
Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management
Journal of Supply Chain Management
Supply Chain Management: An International Journal
Supply Chain Management Review
Supply Chain Quarterly
Transportation Journal
Transportation Research: Part E Logistics and Transportation Review

Journals in category 4 or 4* of the Association of Business Schools (ABS) rankings will be considered Elite journals and journals currently in category 3 of the Association of Business Schools rankings will be considered Category I journals. Other journals must be reviewed.

Other journal outlets will be considered and may be approved after a review by the supply chain faculty holding the rank of Professor.
Aviation Management Journals:

Elite Journals:

Collegiate Aviation Review
International Journal of Aviation Psychology
Journal of Air Transportation

Category I Journals:

Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine
Aviation Week and Space Technology
Human Factors in Aerospace Safety
ICAO Journal (International Civil Aviation Organization)
International Journal of Applied Aviation Studies
International Journal of Aviation, Aerospace, and Aeronautics
International Journal of Aviation Management
Journal of Airport Management
Journal of Air Transport Management
Journal of Aviation/Aerospace Education and Research
Journal of Aviation Technology and Education
University Aviation Association
Management Information Systems Journals:

Elite Journals:

European Journal of Information Systems
Information Systems Research
Journal of Association of Information Systems
Journal of Management Information Systems
MIS Quarterly

Category I:

* Information Systems Journal
* Journal of Information Technology
* Journal of Strategic Information Systems
ACM Transactions on Information Systems
ACM Transactions on MIS
Communications of the ACM
Communications of the AIS
Database
Decision Sciences Journal of Innovative Education
Decision Support Systems
IEEE (All Transactions journals)
Information and Management
Information Resource Management Journal
Information Systems Management
International Journal of Electronic Commerce
International Journal of Medical Informatics
Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association
Journal of Information Technology Cases and Applications
Journal of Organizational and End-User Computing
Knowledge Management and E-Learning
Knowledge Management Research and Practice
MISQ Executive
Project Management Journal

* These publications are in the Senior MIS Scholar’s Basket. The senior scholars designated these three journals with the five listed as elite journals as the top journals in MIS. The Senior Scholars consist of former editor-in-chiefs, senior editors, and associate editors of major MIS journals.

The information systems faculty reserve the right to approve other journals on a case-by-case basis. Papers accepted by a journal ranked as Category 4* or 4 in the Association of Business Schools Academic Journal Guide (AJG) rankings will automatically be considered to be Elite publications; papers accepted by journals in Category 3 of the AJG will automatically be considered to be Category 1 publications. Other journal outlets will be considered and may be approved after a review by the information systems management faculty holding the rank of Professor.
Academic Research Sources Used for Category Development


